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INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is David Alan Pearson.  I hold the degree of Bachelor of 

Architecture.  I am also a registered architect and an associate member of 

the New Zealand Institute of Architects.  I have also undergone specialist 

conservation training at the University of York in the United Kingdom.     

2 I am the sole principal of Dave Pearson Architects of Auckland.  The 

company was founded in 1996 and specialises in the conservation of built 

heritage.   

3 I have been active in the restoration of Christchurch since the Canterbury 

earthquakes and acted in a heritage advisory capacity to the Christchurch 

City Council immediately after the earthquakes.     

4 I am currently acting as project architect and heritage architect for the 

restoration of various Anglican churches in Canterbury and have prepared 

heritage reports and conservation plans for a number of these.   

5 Other current work in Christchurch includes the restoration of the Timeball 

building in Lyttelton.  I am also employed as conservation architect by the 

Arts Centre of Christchurch where my role includes input in the design and 

on-site monitoring during the construction phase.  

6 I attended expert conferencing on 10 November 2015 and was involved in 

formal mediation on 18 November 2015.    

7 I have read the Environment Court's Code of Conduct and agree to comply 

with it. My qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm that the 

issues addressed in this statement of evidence are within my area of 

expertise.  

8 The data, information, facts and assumptions I have considered in forming 

my opinions are set out in the part of the evidence in which I express my 

opinions. I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that 

might alter or detract from the opinions I have expressed. 

9 I am providing this evidence on behalf of the Church Property Trustees.  

The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while 

preparing this brief of evidence are: 
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(a) The evidence of Ms Amanda Ohs and Ms Fiona Wykes on behalf of 

Christchurch City Council. 

(b) Appendix 4 of the Section 32 Report for Chapter 9 – Natural and 

Cultural Heritage.  

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

10 The first section of my evidence discusses whether the general 

methodology used for identifying, assessing and listing heritage items is 

appropriate. 

11 The second section of my evidence focuses on site specific matters.  At the 

end of the discussion on each site, I have stated my conclusion regarding 

significance of the building as assessed against each of the criteria and 

whether it meets the threshold for listing as a heritage item.  The following 

sites are covered in my evidence:   

 St Augustine’s Church in Cashmere 

 St Peter’s Church in Akaroa 

 St Luke’s Church site in Christchurch central, and  

 St Barnabas, Fendalton.    

12 The third section of my evidence addresses various aspects of the Historic 

Heritage Rules.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

13 With respect to St Augustine’s Church in Cashmere, I support the CPT 

submission that the parts of the building to be listed should comprise the 

original building and the 1970s Warren and Mahoney extension to the 

transepts and sanctuary only.  Other parts of the complex should not be 

listed.   

14 Similarly, I support the CPT submission that the church only and not the 

adjacent hall at St Peter’s in Akaroa should be listed.   
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15 At the site of the former St Luke’s Church, I would support a reduction in 

the setting of the bell tower, believing that its heritage values will still be 

adequately protected with a reduced setting.   

16 In the case of St Barnabas, the current Parish Administration Centre 

(previously the Sunday School building) dates from 1965.  Under the 

Replacement District Plan the building is proposed to be listed as a 

Significant Item.  I support the submission of CPT that this building should 

not be listed.  

17 The CPT submission seeks to have various activities included as Permitted 

Activities.  I support the submission, providing the work is undertaken under 

the direction of recognised heritage professionals.    

GENERAL ASSESSMENT METHODLOGY  

18 Appendix 4 of the Section 32 Report for Chapter 9 – Natural and Cultural 

Heritage sets out the methodology that has been followed by Christchurch 

City Council for the identification, assessment, and listing of heritage items 

in the Proposed District Plan. 

19 In general, I am supportive of the criteria used by the Christchurch City 

Council in assessing the heritage values of buildings.  These have been 

carried over from the Operative City Plan and have been in use for many 

years.  I accept the evidence of Ms Ohs that they encompass the majority 

of the values in the RMA, the CRPS, the Heritage New Zealand List and 

the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter 2010. 

20 The criteria used by Council are “Historical and Social”, “Cultural and 

Spiritual”, “Architectural and Aesthetic”, “Technological and Craftsmanship”, 

“Contextual” and “Archaeological and Scientific”.  In my opinion, however, I 

believe that some of the groupings are problematic, for example, “Historical 

and Social”.  I therefore support the submission of the Crown that the 

groupings are inappropriate and consider that they should be uncoupled.  It 

should noted, however, that this does not form part of the CPT submission.     

21 Although this does not form part of the CPT submission, I support the 

reduction from the previous four categories for heritage buildings in the 

Operative City Plan to the two now proposed, being those of High 
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Significance and those that are Significant as it will bring clarity to the 

situation.  However, I do not support the submission of the Crown that there 

should be a single heritage category.            

ASSESSMENT OF VARIOUS BUILDINGS AND SITES AGAINST 

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

ST AUGUSTINE’S CASHMERE  

22 The original section of St Augustine’s church dates from 1907-08 and was 

designed by Collins and Harman, architects. In 1914, a tower, designed by 

the same architects, was added at the northwest corner of the building.  

The earliest photograph that has been discovered dates from 1940 and 

shows a Gothic styled building with a nave, transepts and a sanctuary.  The 

tower with its spire is in place.  This photograph is included in my Appendix.   

23 The building is shown with a rough cost stucco finish and the end wall of 

the nave retains this finish.  The tower is sheathed with pressed metal 

sheets with a texture to mimic the stucco.     

24 The church has been progressively extended over nearly 100 years and 

other buildings have been added.  The second building on the site was a 

single storey, stand-alone brick hall that was constructed in 1954-55 on 

land behind the church.   

25 In 1970, the church itself was extensively remodelled and enlarged.  The 

architects for this work were Warren and Mahoney.  This work involved 

widening the transepts to provide additional seating and the construction of 

a new enlarged sanctuary area.  Concurrent with this work, a basement 

was also constructed.  This area contained a Sunday School area, a parish 

office, two studies, a vestry and toilets. 

26 The last major addition was designed by Trevor Ibbetson and involved the 

construction of an additional space that spanned the distance (air space) 

between the church and the hall at first floor level.  This area is known as 

the Hannan Room.  It does not, however, provide access between the 

church and hall. A new entry porch to the church was included. 

27 The Statement of Significance prepared by Council assesses the complex 

as a single entity, although as discussed, it comprises the original church 
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which was subsequently extended, the separate hall to the rear and the 

Hannan Room which physically connects the two without linking them 

internally.  The various parts of the complex have disparate architectural 

styles and lack general coherency. 

28 The original church and tower were designed in the Gothic Revival style.  

This was followed in the 1950s by the hall which was a separate, 

independent structure.  It was designed in an unremarkable domestic style 

and had brick walls and a tiled roof.   

29 The 1970s east addition to the church which enlarged the transepts and 

added a new sanctuary was essentially a Modernist structure.  The final 

section of the complex, the Hannan Room, has a gabled roof but rather 

awkwardly connects the disparate forms of the church and the hall.   

Historical and Social Significance  

30 The Statement of Significance identifies St Augustine’s Anglican Church as 

having high historical and social significance as one of the city’s early 20th 

century churches.  It is not disputed that the original section of the church 

has high historical and social significance.     

31 While the later additions demonstrate how the church grew over the years, 

they were constructed relatively late in the building’s history.  The Warren 

and Mahoney remodelling of the building has some historial significance 

through its association with the architects.  In my opinion, however, the 

remaining additions and separate parish hall have no historical or social 

significance.         

Cultural and spiritual significance  

32 The Statement of Significance identifies the building as having high cultural 

and spiritual value as the centre of Anglican workship and social life in 

Cashmere for more than a century.   

33 The original church undoubtedly has high values under this criterion.  The 

various additions are apparently considered by Council to have the same 

values without a robust assessment having been carried out.  In my 

opinion, the Warren and Mahoney additions have some cultural and 
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spiritual significance.  The other additions and hall are not considered to 

have any cultural or spiritual significance.              

Architectural and aesthetic significance  

34 Council’s Statement of Significance identifies the church as having high 

architectural and aesthetic significance as a Gothic style building that has 

been extended to accommodate an expanding congregation “in sympathy 

with the original church”.   

35 The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter states that “conservation recognises 

the evidence of time and the contribution of all periods”.   However, in my 

opinion, there are situations where additions and alterations can detract 

from a place’s architectural and aesthetic values.  This, I believe, is the 

situation at St Augustines.   

36 The stand-alone hall to the rear of the church which dates from 1945 was 

of standard brick construction and was not sympathetic to the original 

church.   

37 The Warren and Mahoney additions in 1970 extensively modified the 

building to the point where the area of the church was effectively doubled.  

Warren and Mahoney are amongst Christchurch’s most respected 

architects and while the additions were in a contemporary style, they were 

undertaken in such a way that the original building and the additions were 

successfully integrated.  The trusses and concrete blockwork of the 

addition reinterpret the trusses and walls of the original building.  

Consequently, the additions to the transepts and sanctuary are considered 

to have some architectural and aesthetic value. 

38 The basement was added contemporaneously with the enlarged church.  

This area essentially comprises standard accommodation and is not 

considered to have value under the architectural and aesthetic criterion.  

39 The Hannan Room that spans the air space between the church and the 

brick hall to the rear and the pergola structure over the entry ramp strongly 

detract from the heritage values of the church.  The entry porch which 

dates from 1998 is an unremarkable structure with no architectural or 

aesthetic value.                      
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Technological and craftsmanship significance  

40 The Statement of Significance identifies the building as having 

technological and craftsmanship significance as a rough cast concrete 

stucco building with a slate roof.  It also states that it can provide 

information regarding subsequent alterations and extensions.     

41 The original building undoubtedly has technological and craftsmanship 

significance as seen in the rough cast stucco walls and use of timber for 

the roof trusses and other roof members, as does the tower with its 

presssed metal walls.  The 1970 additions to the church are considered to 

have some significance under this criterion as seen in the use of concrete 

blockwork and again in the use of timber for the roof structure.  I do not 

consider that the other additions have significance under this criterion.     

Contextual significance  

42 The Statement of Significance identifies the building as a single structure 

that has contextual significance.  This is essentially on the basis that the 

tower and end wall of the nave with its lancet window and decorative 

bargeboards are visible from the road and constitute a local landmark. 

43 The contextual significance of the surviving sections of the original building 

is not disputed.  The 1970 addition is also highly visible and is considered 

to have some contextual significance.  The remaining additions and hall are 

not considered to contribute to the contextual significance of the building 

and in some cases, detract from it.        

Archaeological and scientific significance  

44 The Statement of Significance identifies the building and its setting as 

having archaeologcial significance as it has the potential to provide 

archaeological evidence relating to past construction methods and human 

activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.   

45 The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 defines an 

archaeological site as as a place associated with pre-1900 human activity 

where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.  While 

a site associated with post-1900 human activity may be declared an 

archaeological site, the emphasis in the Act is on pre-1900 human activity.    
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46 The original church dates from 1907-08 and there is no pre-1900 recorded 

use of the site.  Under the strict interpretation of the Act, the site is unlikely 

to be considered as an archaeological site.     

Does the church and the various additions meet the thresholds for heritage 

listing?   

47 The Council’s Statement of Significance identifies the church as having 

overall significance to Christchurch.  The church is considered to have high 

historical and social significance, high cultural and spiritual significance, 

architectural and aesthetic significance, technological and craftsmanship 

significance, contextual significance and archaeolgical and scientific 

significance.   

48 With respect to the remnant of the original nave and the tower, these 

values are not in dispute, other than possibly the last criterion, being 

archaeological and scientific values.  The Council’s assessment, however, 

makes no differentation between the original building and the subsequent 

additions and the separate hall which is treated as part of the church 

building.  

49 In my opinion, the 1970s Warren and Mahoney additions to the transepts 

and sanctuary have some significance, essentially due to their associations 

with the architects and as a competent contemporary addition to a heritage 

building.   

50 The remaining “additions” including the 1950s hall and the Hannan Room 

and entry porch, I do not consider to have heritage value.  The Hannan 

Room, constructed as it has been between the church and the hall is 

considered to detract from the overall heritage values of the place.   

51 In conclusion, it is considered that the remnant of the original church 

including the tower and the nave should continue to be listed, along with 

the Warren and Mahoney additions to the transepts and nave. 

52 I would, however, support the proposal by the Church Property Trustees to 

delist the remaining sections of the building including the basement area 

and the separate hall. 
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53 I note that there is precedence for a building to be partially listed.  An 

example is Knox Church at the corner of Bealey Avenue and Victoria 

Street, Christchurch.  This building was substantially damaged in the 

Canterbury earthquakes.  The roof was retained, however, the walls were 

rebuilt in their entirety.  The interior only of the church is now listed.      

ST PETER’S CHURCH, AKAROA  

54 The original St Peter’s Church dates from 1864 and is believed to have 

comprised the nave and a sanctuary.  It was designed by Dr A G Purchas, 

a clergyman and medical doctor, in the Gothic Selwyn style.  By 1876, the 

congregation was in need of additional space and sought the services of 

Canterrbury’s pre-eminent Gothic Revival architect, Benjamin Mountfort.   

55 Mountfort added transepts to provide additional space for the choir and 

organ and moved the sanctuary further eastwards to give the church its 

present form as viewed from the street.     

56 In 1982, a hall was added to the rear of the buildling.  While it has a gable 

roof and is sheathed with board and batten cladding, it remains an 

unremarkable structure.  It is in effect a stand-alone building, only 

connected to the church by a small vestibule.          

57 St Peter’s Church is scheduled as a Category 1 building in the Operative 

Banks Peninsula District Plan.  It is proposed to be listed in Appendix 

9.3.6.1 Schedule of Significant Historic Heritage Places in the Proposed 

Replacement Christchurch District Plan.     

58 A Statement of Significance has not been prepared by Council.  

Nevertheless, the church and the hall to the rear have been listed as a 

single item.  In the following section, I provide an assessment of the 

heritage values of St Peter’s Church.  

Historical and Social Significance  

59 St Peter’s Church comprising the original section constructed in 1864 and 

the 1876 addition is associated with its designers, Dr A G Purchas and 

Benjamin Mountfort.  I consider that the church itself has high historical and 

social significance as one of Canterbury’s earliest churches.  In my opinion, 
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the hall to the rear which dates from 1982 has no historical or social 

significance.   

Cultural and spiritual significance  

60 St Peter’s has been the centre of Anglican worship and social life in Akaroa 

for over 150 years.  In my opinion, the church has high cultural and spiritual 

value.  The hall to the rear is not considered to have cultural or spiritual 

significance.   

Architectural and aesthetic significance  

61 I consider that St Peter’s Church has high architectural and aesthetic 

significance as an exemplary example of an early Gothic Revival styled 

church.  

62 The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter states that “conservation recognises 

the evidence of time and the contribution of all periods”.   However, in my 

opinion, there are situations where additions and alterations do not 

contribute to a buildings heritage values.  The hall at St Peter’s, while being 

reasonably sympathetic, does not, in my opinion, make a contribution to the 

architectural and aesthetic values of the building.     

Technological and craftsmanship significance  

63 The original 1864 church of St Peter’s and the 1876 addition undoubtedly 

have high technological and craftsmanship significance and can provide 

information about early building techniques and use of materials.  The 1982 

hall was constructed using standard timber framed construction and does 

not contribute to the technological or craftsmanship significance of the 

place.      

Contextual significance  

64 St Peter’s Church is a recognised landmark within Akaroa and contributes 

to the historic character of the town.  It is considered to have high 

contextual significance.  The hall to the rear is not readily visible from 

adjacent vantage points.  It is not considered to have contextual 

significance.  
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Archaeological and scientific significance  

65 The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 defines an 

archaeological site as as a place associated with pre-1900 human activity 

where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.  While 

a site associated with post-1900 human activity may be declared an 

archaeological site, the emphasis in the Act is on pre-1900 human activity.    

66 The oldest section of St Peter’s Church has occupied the site since 1864 

and is therefore associated with pre-1900 human activity.  It is accepted 

that the site including the area occupied by the hall is likely to be 

considered as an archaeological site.  

Does the church and the adjacent hall meet the thresholds for 

heritage listing?   

67 St Peter’s Church comprising the original 1864 section and the 1876 

addition are considered to have high historical and social significance, high 

cultural and spiritual significance, architectural and aesthetic significance, 

technological and craftsmanship significance, contextual significance and 

archaeolgical and scientific significance.  

68 The 1982 hall is reasonably sympathetic and being located behind the 

church does not overly detract from the church’s heritage values.  

However, it does not contribute to the overall heritage values of the place.  

69 In conclusion, it is considered that the St Peter’s should continue to be 

listed.  I would, however, support the proposal by the Church Property 

Trustees to delist the 1982 hall to the rear of the church.    

ST BARNABAS SUNDAY SCHOOL AND SETTING 

70 The building that now functions as the Parish Administration Centre for St 

Barnabas occupies a site at 8 Tui Street, Fendalton.  Also on the site are 

the church of St Barnabas and a parish hall building. 

71 The Parish Administration Centre was originally conceived as a Sunday 

School building.  It was used for that purpose from the time it was 

constructed until around 1985.  From that time onwards, it was used 

progressively more for administration purposes.  
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72 In the Operative Christchurch City Plan, St Barnabas Church, Sunday 

School and Parish Hall and setting are rated together as a Category 1 

heritage items.  In Appendix 9.3.6.1 Schedule of Significant Historic 

Heritage Places in the Proposed Replacement Christchurch District Plan, 

the three buildings and their setting are listed individually.   

73 St Barnabas Church and setting and the Parish Hall are included as items 

of high significance, while the Sunday School building is listed as a 

significant.  Council has provided a Heritage Assessment – Statement of 

Significance for each of the items.  The Church Property Trustees accept 

the Category 1 – High Significance ratings for the church.  .   

74 In the case of the hall, it is noted that the Statement of Significance rates it 

only as being significant.  CPT submits that Appendix should be modified to 

show the Parish Hall as a Category 2 (significant) item. 

75 CPT has submitted against the continuing inclusion of the Parish 

Administration Centre (Sunday School building) as a listed item. 

76 The following section of my evidence provides an assessment of the Parish 

Administration Centre (Sunday School building) against the significance 

criteria used in the Statement of Significance provided by Council.  

77 At the end of each section I have stated my conclusion regarding the 

significance of the building assessed against each criterion.  

Historical and Social Significance  

78 The Statement of Significance prepared by Council identifies the Sunday 

School building and its setting as having historical and social significance 

on the basis that it is part of the church site that has been a focus of the 

Fendalton community for over a century.  

79 The building itself only dates from 1965 and appears to have been the work 

of architects, Hollis and Leonard.  Nothing further is known about the firm.  

Nevertheless, in my opinion, the building has some historical and social 

significance as part of the complex of buildings that makes up St Barnabas. 
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Cultural and spiritual significance  

80 The Statement of Significance identifies the building as having cultural and 

spiritual significance as an integral part of a centre of Anglican workship 

and parish life in Fendalton.   

81 As noted, the building was constructed as a Sunday School building as late 

as 1965.  From around 1985 it has been used progressively as the Parish 

Administration Centre.  Compared with the church itself and the hall, the 

Administration Centre has played a relatively minor role in the life of the 

parish.   In my opinion, the building has only some significance under this 

criterion.     

Architectural and aesthetic significance  

82 Council’s Statement of Significance describes the Sunday School building 

as being of architectural and aesthetic significance for the use of concrete 

and stone it its construction.   

83 The building is a rather brutalist modernist structure.  Although an attempt 

has been made to reference other buildings on the site through the use of 

stone veneer panels, it lacks the architectural character and human scale 

of the nearby Gothic Revival Church and Arts and Crafts influenced Parish 

Hall. 

84 In my opinion, the building has little architectural and aesthetic significance.  

Although the other buildings on the site, being the church and the parish 

hall, have been designed in different architectural styles, they have a 

commonality of scale.  The Parish Administration Centre, by comparison, 

lacks that human quality and, in my opinion, it detracts from the other 

buildings.        

Technological and craftsmanship significance  

85 The Statement of Significance describes the building as having 

technological and craftsmanship significance for the information it can 

provide of construction techniques employed in the 1960s.   

86 The building has a reinforced concrete frame with steel joinery.  It has wall 

panels of stone veneer and river stones set into concrete.  These materials 
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and techniques were in common use in the 1960s and were used more 

competently in buildings such as the Christchurch Town hall.   

87 In my opinion, the Parish office has no significance under this criteria.     

Contextual significance  

88 The Statement of Significance identifies the building as having high 

contextual significance as part of a strongly related buildings, for its 

relationship to the site of the original St Barnabas Church and as a 

landmark in the Parish of Fendalton.  

89 I disagree with the statement that the buildings on the site are strongly 

related.  There is certainly a relationship between the church and the hall 

with their related scale and commonality of materials.  The Parish 

Administration Centre, in my view, disrupts this relationship.  It is placed 

awkwardly on the site and all but obscures the hall when viewed from the 

north.  In my opinion, the building lacks contextual significance.    

Archaeological and scientific significance  

90 The Statement of Significance states that the building and its setting has 

archaeological significance because it has the ability to provide 

archaeological evidence relating to human activity on the site, including that 

which occurred prior to 1900.   

91 The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 defines an 

archaeological site as as a place associated with pre-1900 human activity 

where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.  While 

a site associated with post-1900 human activity may be declared an 

archaeological site, the emphasis in the Act is on pre-1900 human activity.    

92 As the first St Barnabas was constructed in 1876, the site as a whole 

undoubtedly has archaeological value and is a recognised archaeological 

site.   

93 The area in the immediate vicinity of the Parish Administration Centre will 

have been disturbed during construction of the building and will probably 

have little archaeological value.    
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DOES THE PARISH ADMINISTRATION CENTRE MEET THE THRESHOLDS 

FOR HERITAGE LISTING?   

94 Figure 6 in Appendix 4 of the Section 32 Report sets out the thresholds that 

must be met in order to list a building as having high significance (Category 

1) or significance (Category 2).  In accordance with the Council’s 

methodology, all of these thresholds must be satisfied in order for the 

building to be listed.   

95 In this section of my evidence I assess the Parish Administration Centre 

against these thresholds and provide my opinion on whether the building 

should be listed as a heritage item. 

Threshold 1 – Meets one or more of significance criteria  

96 In my opinion, the Parish Administration Centre has some historical and 

social significance.  It also has some cultural and spiritual significance.  

Under architectural and aesthetic significance, I do not consider that it has 

significance in its own right and that it detracts from the architectural values 

of the other buildings on the site.  It is not considered to have technological 

or craftsmanship significance or contextual significance.  Any 

archaeological values it may have are likely to be low.  In my opinion, the 

building does not meet Threshold 1.     

Threshold 2 – Contribution to sense of place and identify  

97 St Barnabas Church and Parish Hall, together sit harmoniously on the site 

and have a relationship with each other through a commonality of scale 

and use of materials.  The Parish Administration Centre, in my view 

disrupts this relationship and does not contribute positively to the sense of 

place and identity.  In my opinion, the building does not meet the 

requirements of Threshold 2.  

Threshold 3 – Credible and truthful evidence - authenticity 

98 The authenticity of a place is descriobed as the credibility or truthfulness of 

the surviving evidence and the knowledge of the cultural heritage values of 

the place.   
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99 The use of what is now the Parish Administration Centre has changed over 

time and there is now little evidence as to its original function.  However, 

the building survives in its original form and is obviously on its original site.  

In my opinion, the building has some significance under various criteria and 

I therefore consider that Threshold 3 is met in part.     

Threshold 4 – Sufficiently whole or intact - integrity 

100 The exterior of the building appears to be generally as constructed with 

only minor modifications having occurred.  Internally, the majority of 

dividing walls between the orginal classrooms have been removed.  In my 

opinion, the requirements of Threshold 4 have been met in part. 

Summary  

101 The Parish Administration Centre, in my opinion, does not satisfy all four 

thresholds and should, therefore, not be listed. 

ST LUKE’S CHURCH SETTING  

102 Until the time of the Canterbury earthquakes, the Church of St Luke the 

Evangelist stood on the corner of Manchester and Kilmore Streets.  Also on 

the site were a timber framed belfry on the Manchester Street frontage and 

the original vicarage that faced onto Kilmore Street.  Under the Operative 

Christchurch City Plan, the St Luke’s Church and Bell Tower and the 

setting were listed as Category 1 items.  The Vicarage was Category 2.       

103 The church was substantially damaged in the Canterbury earthquakes and 

subsequently demolished.  The bell tower and vicarage survived, the latter 

in a significantly damaged condition.     

104 In the notified version of the proposed Replacement Christchurch District 

Plan, Council proposed to include the Former Vicarage of the Church of St 

Luke the Evangelist and setting and the Bell Tower and setting as 

significant items.  The setting was to include the entire site including the 

area previously occupied by the church.   

105 As a result of negotiations between Council and the Church Property 

Trustees (CPT), the Parties agreed that the setting around the vicarage 

should be retained.  The Parties also agreed that the setting should no 
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longer include the former church site to enable future development of the 

site.   

106 Council is now proposing that the setting should be reduced to an area five 

metres out from the bell tower in each direction.  CPT is opposing this on 

the grounds that the required buffer was to be agreed with CPT’s heritage 

architect.  However, the 5m buffer was included in the planning evidence 

before this was able to be discussed.  CPT believes that a 5m buffer could 

still impact on any future development proposals for the site and is 

requesting that the setting be reduce to a dsitance of 2.5 metres out from 

the tower in any direction.   

107 In my opinion, this reduced setting would still ensure the heritage values of 

the bell tower are protected  

RULES – HISTORIC HERITAGE  

Heritage Upgrade Works 

108 The CPT submission submits that the undertaking of Heritage Upgrade 

Works should be a permitted activity.  CPT accepts that Heritage Upgrade 

Work should be undertaken under the direction and control of recognised 

and appropriately qualified heritage professionals that may include a 

heritage engineer and/or heritage architect.             

109 I would support this proposal as way of expediting the undertaking of any 

Heritage Upgrade Works.   

Heritage investigative and temporary works to a significant (Group 2) 

heritage item.    

110 The Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan in Section 9.3.3.2.1 

Permitted activities – Heritage Items and Heritage Settings High 

Significance (Group 1) and Significant (Group 2) currently includes heritage 

investigative and temporary works to a significant (Group 2) heritage item 

as a permitted activity.  Heritage investigative and temporary works to a 

heritage item of High Significance (Group 1) are a controlled activity, 

meaning a resource consent will be required.  
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111 CPT submits that heritage investigative works to a heritage item of High 

Signficance should also be a permitted activity and not require a resource 

consent.  This is on the basis that the extent of investigative works required 

is not always immediately obvious and further work may be required.  This 

would necessitate either obtaining a new resource consent, or at least an 

amendment to an existing consent.   

112 CPT accepts that any investigative work should be undertaken under the 

direction and control of recognised and appropriately qualified heritage 

professionals that may include a heritage engineer and/or heritage 

architect.             

113 I would support this proposal as way of expediting the undertaking of any 

investigative works and subsequent repairs and reconstruction work.   

Reconstruction  

114 The Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan in Section 9.3.3.2.2 

Controlled activities – Heritage Items and Settings - High Significance 

(Group 1) and Significant (Group 2) currently includes the reconstruction of 

High Significance (Group 1) and Significant (Group 2) heritage items as 

Controlled Activities.  

115 CPT submits that reconstruction should be a permitted activity and thus not 

requiring a resource consent.     

116 The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter describes restoration as typically 

involving reassembly and reinstatement.  Reconstruction is distinguished 

by the introduction of new material to replace material that has been lost.  

Mr Nixon’s evidence seeks amendments to the definitions of ‘repairs’, 

‘reconstruction’ and the deletion of the definition of ‘restoration’ to avoid 

definitions overlapping. 

117 Work to earthquake damaged churches typically involves these activities, 

both of which aim to return the building to its pre-earthquake form.  Original 

material in good condition is reused in its original location as far as 

possible.  Less durable material such as limestone that has been damaged 

may need to be replaced. 
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118 CPT accepts that repairs and reconstruction work should be under the 

direction and control of recognised and appropriately qualified heritage 

professionals that may include a heritage engineer and/or heritage 

architect. 

119 I would support this proposal as way of expediting the undertaking of any 

restoration and and reconstruction work. 

CONCLUSIONS 

120 In conclusion, I support the reduction of the extent of the proposed listing 

for St Augustine’s Church and St Peter’s Church in Akaroa.  I also support 

the exclusion of the Parish Administration Centre at St Barnabas Church as 

a listed item.   

121 I support the reduction in the extent of the setting for the bell tower at the 

former site of St Luke’s Church.  This is on the basis that I believe that 

heritage values of the bell tower will still be adequately protected with a 

reduced setting.   

122 With respect to the rules, I support the CPT submission that various 

activities including Heritage Upgrade Works, Heritage Investigative and 

Temporary Works and Reconstruction works should be permitted activites 

for both Group 1 (High Significance) and Group 2 (Significant) items.  This 

is providing the work is carried out under the direction and control of 

recognised heritage professionals.      

 

David Alan Pearson  

14 December 2015 
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Appendix 1: St Augustine’s, Cashmere 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Ground Floor plan showing various additions. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Basement Floor plan showing various additions. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 
 
St Augustine’s Church 1940, prior to the construction of the various additions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

St Augustine’s as viewed from Cracroft Terrace.  Original tower and end wall of nave  
in centre, Hannan Room to left, extended sanctuary to right of photograph.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Augustine’s showing 1954 addition (left) and 1998 Hannan Hall (right).   
 
 
 
 



Appendix 2 – St Peter’s Akaroa  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Peter’s Akaroa as viewed from Rue Balguerie. The 1982 hall is visible to the right.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Peter’s, Akaroa showing 1982 hall.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 3 – St Barnabas, Fendalton 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

St Barnabas Parish Office (Sunday School building) viewed from north.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Barnabas Church  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Barnabas Parish Hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 4: St Luke’s Bell Tower 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
St Luke’s Bell Tower viewed from Manchester Street 




